
Rules for Decision Making  
(ACIM Text Ch.30.I.Rules for Decision) 

Giving God something to 
solve instead of coming up 

with your own plan. 

If fear/resistance  
You are not ready.  Do not fight yourself.     Rest 

& come back later to try again. 
 

 
Today I will make no 
decisions by myself. 

 

If no fear/resistance  
If no fear/                    
resistance 
 

 
  Made up your own mind & then decide what to ask 
  You set the rules 
  You choose to be the judge of what to do 
  Will judge situations you need to respond to 

If no fear/resistance 

Tell yourself the kind of            
Day You Want: 

• Feelings you would have 
• Things you want to happen 
• Things you would experience 
• Things you would say 

If fear/resistance 

 
 
 

If I make no decisions by myself 
this is the kind of day that will be 

given me. 
 
 
 

 

You will be directed. 
 

       Fearful you will get answers that won’t work 
       Unwilling to sit by and ask to have the answer given you 
       Something has occurred that is not part of the day you want 

I have asked a question and decided the 
answer in my terms. 

------ 
I have no question.  I forgot what to ask. 

If no fear/ 
resistance 

If fear/         
resistance 

At least I can decide I do not 
like what I feel now. 

If no fear/ 
resistance 

If fear/ 
resistance 

And so I hope I have been 
wrong. 

If no fear/ 
resistance 

If fear/ 
resistance 

I want another way to look 
at this. 

If no fear/ 
resistance 

If fear/ 
resistance 

Perhaps there is another 
way to look at this..  What 

can I lose by asking? 

If no fear/ 
resistance 

If fear/ 
resistance 

If no fear/resistance 

If no fear/resistance 
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